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The next issue of TECH, number forty-five, will appear on Wednesday, January 16th.

Bursar I rank H. Rand up at Tech is receiving all the old ink wells and bottles the students can raise up. It seems that Monday someone appropriated the inkwell which belongs at the cash window. As a result one of the young ladies in the office sought the aid of TECH in search of the same. The loss was duly announced in yesterday's paper and immediately the influx of ink bottles began. Some of them are rather picturesque, and nearly all bear some witty remark suitable for the occasion. The bursar still wears a smile. —Boston Post.

The Tech desires to call attention of those men who will be in New York during the mid-year vacation to the trip at Tech which the basketball trip is to make to New York. The returns of which appear in another column. These men are urged to attend the games and to make their presence known to the players, both by personal visits before, and by cheering and applause during the game. Whether or not the team will make similar trips in the future depends upon the success of this trip, and every Tech man who can possibly do so, should give the team his support during the games.

M. I. T ESPERANTO CLUB.

The Esperanto Club held a meeting Tuesday evening. The beginners class met at 8 P.M. in the studio under the direction of Mr. T. P. Ogden, while the advanced class were addressed at the same time by Mr. F. E. Tornabene. After 8.30 the classes combined in a general meeting of the club. Nothing but Esperanto was spoken, and the 100 men present were given ample opportunity to practice the new tongue.

NOTICES.

Lost—A jewelled fraternity pin. Will reward please leave with TECH and receive reward.

Senior Class Meeting—There will be a very important meeting of the Senior class today at one o'clock in Huntington Hall.

1908—Junior Class Pictures will be given out Friday afternoon from 3.30 to 4.00 and Saturday morning from 9 to 11 in Rogers coridor.

M. A. H. S. Club.—B. W. Dow, '99, will have charge of the second hand book exchange which was voted to establish at the last meeting.

Of en y'od in de pape."—The Bursar wishes to thank the several gentlemen who returned the ink bottles, and to state that he recently lost a sum of money.

Technology Club.—On the sixth evening of the season, Tuesday, Jan. 15, at eight o'clock, Senator Carolina Holman Huidobro of Chile, will give a talk, illustrated by the stereopticon, on the "Marvels and Wonders of Peru." Members are privileged to invite ladies to the talk and to dinner on that evening. The "common room" being limited, admission for both members and guests must be by ticket. Members may receive tickets by sending to the Secretary applications, with stamped addressed envelopes, before Jan. 10.

Central Congregational Church Berkeley and Newbury Streets

John Hopkins Denison, Minister

Sunday Services 10:30 A.M. and 4 P.M.

Notice: At this price all Co-op concessions are suspended.

COLEY SQUARE HOTEL
Huntington Ave. Exeter and Blagden Streets

PATRONAGE OF "TECH" STUDENTS SOLICITED IN OUR CAFE AND LUNCH ROOM

The attention of Secretaries and Banquet Committees of Dining Clubs, Societies, Lodges, etc., is called to the fact that the Copley Square Hotel has exceptionally good facilities for serving Breakfasts. Lunches or Dinners and will cater especially to this trade.

120 NEW ROOMS JUST COMPLETED.

Amos H. Whipple, Proprietor